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Azerbaijan features prominently at Expo Milano
Within the framework of the Universal Exposition
taking place in Milan this year, the Azerbaijan
Export and Investment Promotion Foundation
(AZPROMO) and the Italy-Azerbaijan Trade
Institute (ITAZERCOM) held a joint presentation on
"Investments in Azerbaijan: business environment
and opportunities".
Speaking at the event, Manuela Traldi,
ITAZERCOM's president, reflected on the

significance of the ties between the two countries
and the participation of Italian companies in largescale projects in Azerbaijan, while AZPROMO's
president Rufat Mammadov spoke about the
ease of doing business in Azerbaijan. Their
speeches were followed by presentations of the
Sumgait Chemical Industrial Park, the Azerbaijan
Investment Company and the Balakhani Industrial
Park, which aims to further the green economy in
Azerbaijan.
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Taking place between May 1 and October 31, this
year's expo has brought together 145 countries,
and features a country pavilion for Azerbaijan,
which was commissioned by the Heydar Aliyev
Foundation. The pavilion reportedly took 18
months to build and is a four-storey construction
that features different aspects of Azerbaijan's
natural resources, history, culture and customs.
Italy is Azerbaijan's main export destination,
accounting for over 25% of Azerbaijan's exports,
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which in 2014 amounted to over $30.8bn. As
the landing point for the planned Trans Adriatic
Pipeline (TAP), Italy is already an important
importer of Azerbaijani hydrocarbons, and some
of its leading oil and gas companies like Saipem
Eni are among the key investors in Azerbaijan.
The 66 Italian companies active in Azerbaijan
have invested over half a million dollars to date,
and eight Italian companies are contractors for
infrastructure projects in the Caspian country,
worth $810mn.
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Top story

Regional projects hampered by Turkey volatility
The recommencing of hostilities between the
Turkish government and the Kurdistan Workers'
Party (PKK) in eastern Turkey are reverberating
across the region, raising concerns related to security, thwarting travel plans and hampering trade
and infrastructure projects.
Azerbaijan's interests in Turkey have also come
under threat as a result of this volatility. Thus,
during the month of August, the Baku-TbilisiErzurum (BTE) pipeline, which carries gas from
the shores of the Caspian to Turkey, suffered two
blasts, reportedly at the hands of Kurdish rebels.
Both blasts happened in the Kars province, and
led to temporary gas flow cuts.

The explosions took place on August 3 and 25
respectively, and, while they damaged the pipeline,
they did not result in victims or lasting damages
at the site of the attacks, partly because the BTE
was not filled to capacity on either occasion. However, Turkish media quoted locals saying that the
blasts were heard from miles away and the flames
reached over 100 metres in height.
Gas deliveries were restarted on September 2,
and Turkish authorities assured of increased security measures in the area. "We see the intention
of the terrorist separatist group to encroach on
the needs of our citizens living in the region, leaving them without a source of energy. This will not
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go unpunished," Turkish Energy Minister Taner
Yildiz said menacingly.
The BTE pipeline, also called the South Caucasus pipeline or the Shah Deniz pipeline, has been
delivering gas to Turkey since September 2006. It
runs parallel to the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan oil pipeline and is an important part of the Southern Gas
Corridor project, which aims to supply Europe
with Azerbaijani gas.
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dia is that the two parts arranged to meet at the
Turkish-Georgian border every month to assess
the progress of the project.
Reassurances also came from Binali Yildirim,
advisor to the Turkish administration and former
transport minister, who told the APA news agency
that, "We will absolutely complete such an important regional project. I control the issue. We
will try to solve the problem with the construction
companies and complete the shortly."

Throughout its short history, the pipeline has repeatedly fallen victim to regional conflicts, being closed Meanwhile, an unnamed Azerbaijani specialist
off for a few days in 2008 during the South Ossetia working on the project was quoted by Fineko/abc.
conflict and suffering a bomb attack in 2013.
az as saying that, "Turkey managed to build the
tunnel on its border with Georgia, but terrorism
Setting in train the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway
is preventing the laying of the railway lines on the
The long-awaited Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway (BTK), Turkish side of the border to connect the BTK with
which is expected to change the face of freight
the Turkish railway network."
and passenger transportation between Azerbaijan,
Georgia and Turkey, is another victim of the insta- The anonymous source added that it does not exbility in Eastern Turkey. Initially due for completion pect for there to be much progress towards comin 2010, its commissioning was pushed back to
pleting the project before a government is elected
2013, then to February 2014 and, more recently, to in Turkey after the November snap elections, and
the second half of 2015. However, "problems" on
therefore sees the commissioning of the BTK this
the Turkish side of the border that both Turkish
year as very unlikely.
and Azerbaijani officials refuse to discuss, could
mean that the inauguration will not take place this Dubbed the Iron Silk Way, the BTK will create an
year after all.
energy corridor supplying Turkey with Azerbaijani
oil. Other neighbouring countries have expressed
Azerbaijani Deputy Prime Minister Abid Sharifov
interest in joining the rail link, most notably
told local media that, "the companies working at
Kazakhstan, which just completed a west-east
that (the Turkish) part had actually suspended
railway link, Afghanistan and Iran. Together with
construction works on everything but the tunnel", the Marmaray Railway Link, the BTK could therereferring to the tunnel on the Georgian-Turkish
fore provide an alternative to the Trans-Siberian
border.
for European and Turkish companies trading with
China.
The official, together with the CEO of Azerbaijan
Railways, met with Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet But in order for that to happen, 76 kilometres of
Davutoğlu in early September to discuss restoring railway need to be laid between Kars and the borworks on the Turkish side. The only outcome of
der with Georgia, which will not be possible until
the meeting that was communicated to the mestability is restored in Eastern Turkey.
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PASHA Bank
British media outlets, and attend final study visits
in London and Cardiff.
The programme aims to develop a group of welltrained business journalists that will "set an
example of fair and quality reporting in the country
and notably contribute to raising the standards of
business reporting in Azerbaijan," according to a
PASHA Bank press release.
Eligible participants must have at least two years
of working experience in journalism, be employed
by a national media outlet, attend the training
sessions in Baku and be available to join the study
tour in the UK.

PASHA continues investing in
training programmes for local
journalists and students
This year PASHA Bank is continuing its
collaboration with the Thomson Foundation
and the British Council in organising annual
trainings for Azerbaijani journalists. Since 2011,
the programme has been sending leading local
journalists to the UK to train with Thomson
Foundation experts, visit and place at well-known

In addition to its journalism programme,
PASHA bank opened its doors this September
to students attending the Young Entrepreneurs
summer school. Organised by the Central Bank
of Azerbaijan as part of its "Financial Literacy"
initiative, the event trained students in the basics
of finance – regarding deposits, credits, plastic
cards and e-banking – and offered them the
opportunity to interact with bank employees, hear
about PASHA Bank's recruitment process and
performance assessment, hear about its growth
plans, observe customer service in action and the
trading platform, and to take a tour of the bank.
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Interview
better supply the required skills for the effective
functioning of the economy.”
Education is one of the three priorities of the
EU’s engagement with Azerbaijan, together
with regional and rural development and the
reform of the judiciary. The EU’s pledge to devote
€19mn by 2017 to develop vocational education
training (VET) and strengthen civic participation,
governance and inclusiveness in education could
not be more timely, seeing how at the moment
40% of the Azerbaijani workforce joins the labour
market without any qualifications.

EU’s Azerbaijan ambassador
lists education, regional
development, judicial reform
as priorities

Responding to a clear need and Baku’s stated
intention to bring education up to par with
European standards, the EU has been running a
successful VET pilot programme in the town of
Ismayilli for seven years, and is seeking to replicate
the €2.5mn initiative in other parts of the country.

Judicial reform
In a written interview with bne Intellinews,
Ambassador Mard expanded on the delegation’s
work in Baku, while noting that, “justice sector
reform, with a focus on consolidation of the rule
of law and promotion of independence of the
judiciary, has historically been, and remains a top
priority for the EU in Azerbaijan.” Specific areas
on which the delegation will continue to work are
“ What is true for our children also holds for
the development of human resources, capacity
society as a whole: education is undoubtedly a
building, legal research to further evidenceprerequisite for prosperity, innovation and wealth based decision, and the provision of legal aid,
creation,” she wrote, adding that, “the EU is proud particularly in the regions.
to be a key partner with the Ministry of Education
as well as other stakeholders in modernising and While refraining from giving details about the
reforming the education system in Azerbaijan. We ongoing engagement with Azerbaijani authorities
will seek to bring the education system closer to
on this topic, ambassador Mard’s office noted
EU standards and, more generally, to allow it to
that the delegation in Baku, “has been exploring
With the EU in thrall to the refugee crisis,
its delegation in Baku is dealing with less
demanding, albeit equally important, priorities.
In anticipation of the new school year, the EU
ambassador to Baku, Malena Mard, wrote an open
letter in which she empathised with Azerbaijani
parents, and outlined the EU’s contribution to
furthering education in Azerbaijan.
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A scalable partnership
With the impending nuclear deal with Iran
expected to lead to the gradual lifting of sanctions
by the US and the EU, and a 50% year-on-year
increase in Iran’s trade with the EU in the last five
months, Ambassador Mard sees an opportunity
Case in point, in the coming months the EU delega- for the Caucasian country to play a bigger role in
tion will assist Azerbaijan in its electoral process,
commerce between the EU and the Middle East.
and will work with the country’s Central Election
Commission ahead of November’s parliamentary
“EU investments in the Azerbaijani energy sector
elections to “ implement its international commit- follow a long-term trajectory and are thus less
ments in the field of democratic elections.”
likely to be heavily influenced by any external
political and economic factors, as the potential
A new strategy
opening of the Iranian economy or the present
The EU set its priorities for Azerbaijan in
slump in oil prices. The predicted increase in
accordance with the European Neighbourhood
EU-Iran trade after the lifting of all sanctions may
Policy (ENP) framework and Azerbaijan’s
have various effects on the Azerbaijani economy,
developmental agenda. This year, the ENP has
but for the time being we see no immediate
come under fire, as the Jean-Claude Junckernegative impacts on EU-Azerbaijan trade. On the
led European Commission identified the previous
contrary, Azerbaijan could profit from its position
one-size-fits-all policy towards the EU’s eastern
as an international transportation hub, and by
neighbours as ineffective in containing instability in taking advantage of its immense infrastructure
the region.
investments like the Alat seaport, the BakuTiblissi-Kars railway or the Baku international
A reassessment process started in March aims
airport. On the other hand, increased competition
to correct these shortcomings, and to position
from Iran might strengthen the competitiveness
the EU as an agent of stability in the region, one
and interconnectivity of the Azerbaijani economy,
that tailors its country strategies to the needs
perhaps also by accelerating its WTO access.”
of its neighbours, that incentivises political
transformation and promotes “EU values”, and
For the time being, the EU delegation in Baku
that prioritises topics like energy security and
expects public investments to decline as a result
migration and mobility.
of reduced spending in 2016. However, “ the
reserves of the state oil fund and the financial
While the new ENP strategy is expected to come
strength of the international oil& gas companies
out this autumn, the priorities for Azerbaijan
present in Azerbaijan will allow the country
for 2014-2017 will remain the three areas
to continue with its strategic energy projects.
stipulated in the country strategy called the Single The latter will have a stabilizing effect on EUSupport Framework (SSF): education, regional
Azerbaijan trade at a time when subdued private
development and judicial reform. The total budget spending could lead to a reduction in imports of
for these initiatives will range from €77mn
consumer goods from the EU,” Ambassador
to €94mn, and does not include civil society
Mard concluded.
programmes, which are funded separately.
various channels to engage in an effective and
value-based approach with Azerbaijani officials in
the areas of human rights and democracy, which
is of utmost importance to the EU, including in
top-level political discussions.”
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Feature
medical equipment due to the limited domestic
production capacity, Azerbaijan is on the radar of
pharmaceutical multinationals and of low-cost
generic producers alike.

Foreign pharmaceutical
companies to court Baku at
BIHE 2015, as government
works on compulsory health
insurance

Case in point, 60% of this year's exhibitors at
BIHE will be international companies, some
of which will participate under the umbrella
of country pavilions. One such pavilion will be
Russia's, which will gather its pharmaceutical
companies at BIHE for the first time with the
support of the Russian Ministry of Industry and
Trade. An important exporter of generics to
Azerbaijan, Russia has high expectations from
the event. According to Eldar Tlyabichev, its trade
representative in Baku, “there is an ongoing study
of market opportunities for deciding the format to
develop Russian-Azerbaijani cooperation in this
area. I hope that contact points will be identified
during BIHE 2015,” he told Azernews.

Russia's interest in BIHE complements a visit
in April by a delegation of pharmaceutical
Baku is the place to be in September for those
companies led by the Deputy Minister of Industry
interested in the healthcare and wellness markets and Trade Sergey Tsyba, during which several
in the Caucasus region. That is because the
contracts were signed with Azerbaijani health
Azerbaijani capital will be hosting a series of
officials for the supply of medicine. Among
pertinent events that month, namely the Baku
them, the Moscow Endocrine Plant reached
International Healthcare Exhibition (BIHE),
an agreement for the provision of narcotic and
Stomatology Azerbaijan and Beauty Azerbaijan.
psychotropic medication to Baku. But seeing how
Azerbaijan imports more than 60% of its medicine,
At its 21st edition this year, BIHE has the longest
there is more business to be done, and Russian
tradition of any healthcare exhibition in Azerbaijan manufacturers are courting the Azerbaijani
and the Caspian region, and will be featuring 120 health ministry in anticipation of the upcoming
exhibitors from 18 countries this year during the
introduction of mandatory health insurance.
event that runs from September 18-20.
Azerbaijan is also being courted by international
Traditionally an attractive investment destination
health tourism operators, a trend that speaks
for manufacturers of pharmaceuticals and
to the deficiencies in the local offering. Thus,
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more than 30 clinics, treatment centres and
sanatoriums from Georgia, Israel, Latvia and
Turkey will attend BIHE 2015, hoping to entice
wealthy visitors with their treatments. Turkish
providers and medical travel agencies will exhibit
together under a national medical tourism stand
supported by the Association of Turkish Travel
Agencies (TURSAB).
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facilities, particularly outside the capital, a shortage
of qualified medical staff, too little private sector
participation in healthcare, and, most importantly,
the lack of mandatory health insurance.

Baku has been investing gradually in reforming
its healthcare infrastructure. In 2013 alone, the
Ministry of Health built and renovated 81 medical
facilities, 38 of which are located outside the
Wind of change
capital Baku. At the same time, the existing
Azerbaijani authorities have been forthcoming
infrastructure was consolidated so as to maximize
about the challenges facing the country’s
its efficiency. An overhaul in 2011 reduced the
healthcare sector, which include the need for better number of hospitals from 756 to 516. As a result,

Chess World Cup begins in Baku
After the Eurovision Song Contest and the
European Games, Baku is hosting another
world event: the World Chess Federation’s
(FIDE) World Chess Cup, which will help
determine who will challenge world chess
champion Magnus Carlsen for his title in 2016.

of the Candidates earns the right to a 2016
match for the World Championship against the
incumbent World Champion, Magnus Carlsen.

For the FIDE World Chess Cup, world number
3 Veselin Topalov heads the strong field of 128
players. Other players include number 4 Hikaru
Running from September 10 to October 4 at the Nakamura, number 5 Fabiano Caruana, and
Grand Ballroom of the 5-star Fairmont Baku
number 6 Anish Giri.
Hotel, the chess tournament is an integral part
of the World Championship Cycle 2014-2016.
There will be six rounds of matches comprising
two games per round, with the winners
progressing to the next round, plus the final
seventh round comprising four games. The
winner and runner-up from the 128-player
knockout with a $1.6m prize fund will qualify
for the Candidates Tournament. Organized by
FIDE since 1950, the Candidates Tournament
is the final contest to determine the challenger
for the World Chess Championship. The winner
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hospital beds per 1,000 people were reduced from
a high of nine in the mid-1990s to five, which is
comparable to the European average. The move
led to an increase in efficiency in the healthcare
sector, as hospital bed use increased from 82 days
per year in 2003 to 249 days ten years later.
According to the chairman of the Azerbaijani
parliamentary committee on social policy Hadi
Rajabali, things are also about to change as
far as insurance is concerned. In an August
interview, he noted that Azerbaijan has a
legal basis for compulsory health insurance,
but “radical changes in healthcare financing
are needed, and therefore the issue is being
protracted. Our experts are studying the
experience of Croatia and Turkey in this area,
as it could prove useful for Azerbaijan.” The
introduction of compulsory healthcare insurance
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is expected to halve the population's spending
on healthcare services, which at the moment
goes mainly to medication (70%), and to a lesser
extent to services (30%).
The only existing form of medical insurance for
the time being is voluntary insurance, which
accounts for 13% of insurance premiums, an
unusually high proportion given the low margins
of medical insurance for private insurers.
Meanwhile, the Azerbaijani government is
stepping in to ease the transition to compulsory
insurance. Earlier this year, Baku strengthened
oversight of the pharmaceutical market, and
reduced prices for over 1,000 medications in
order to align medication prices and reduce the
cost e for the state for the state once compulsory
insurance kicks in.
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Sector
visited Azerbaijan, marking a 10% year-on-year
decrease, at a time when the country hosted the
largest event in its history.
According to a statement by the Ministry of Tourism
and Culture (MCT), the "strategy recommends the
development of the tourism industry based on four
key strategic principles – the creation of a favorable
economic environment, ensuring the diversification
of the tourism offering, improving standards
in the sector, and the provision of stimulation,
coordination, research and development of
statistical data to ensure the development of the
tourism industry in the country."

Government, private sector
work to overhaul tourism sector
After a short respite in the aftermath of the
European Games, Baku is continuing its efforts
to overhaul the country's tourism sector through
a multi-pronged strategy aimed at improving
the existing offering, expanding it, simplifying
visa procedures, improving air connectivity, and
expanding marketing at home and abroad.
The efforts are timely, seeing how a new strategy
for the development of tourism in 2016-2025
was released in September, with the ambitious
goal of attracting 5mn foreign tourists a year.
The previous programme for 2008-2015, which
targeted 3mn foreign tourists a year, fell short of
that target, as the number of visiting foreigners
stubbornly remained at around 2mn in 2013
and 2014. Furthermore, between January
and August 2015, less than a million tourists

Meanwhile, the economic and political problems
in the main source countries – Turkey and Russia
– means that 2015 may also be an underwhelming
year in terms of tourism output, lest Baku goes
the extra mile to entice these newly pricesensitive travelers, which it seems more than
willing to do. The fact that June's Olympic-style
event attracted only 28,000 tourists was not lost
on the government and tourism industry either.
A 180-degree turn
In an attempt to protect companies in the sector
against the multitude of factors that are affecting
their bottom lines this year, the Ministry of
Culture and Tourism (MCT) decided to set up a
special tourism fund "to prevent possible risks
to tourism companies' activities". According to
an official statement by the ministry, the decision
was made after Deputy Minister of Culture and
Tourism Nazim Samadov met with representatives
of the Azerbaijan Tourism Association (Azta) to
discuss how the devaluation of the manat has
affected private companies, marketing abroad and
attracting tourists to the regions.
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In addition to working with government officials
to protect tour operators, Azta has also upped its
oversight of the sector, and is working to weed
out unlicensed operators, amidst an increase in
complaints over poor service. At its request, the
national carrier AZAL posted a list of authorised
travel agencies on its website, which is a "first
step towards the cleaning of the tourism industry
of poor quality services, as lately such incidents
have become more frequent," according to Azta
president Nahid Bagirov. "In particular, the
number of companies and individuals selling
tickets on social networks has increased," he
specified.
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the e-visa issuing time down to five days, while
planning on extending the visa upon arrival option
to other nationalities.
While until now Baku has focused on attracting
wealthy business and luxury tourists, for whom
a network of conference centres, upscale
accommodation and entertainment facilities has
been built, the new tourism development strategy
is seeking to draw middle-income and budget
travelers as well. Low-cost flights to Baku are an
important step in the right direction, which the
government is now seeking to complement with
much-needed budget hotels in the Azerbaijani
capital, which continues to be notoriously pricey
to sleep in. To encourage investment in budget
lodging, the government will extend tax incentives
to investors in 2- and 3-star hotels, as revealed by
Deputy Minister Samadov on September 10.

In parallel, the ministry is working on ensuring
that hotels and travel agencies adhere to quality
standards and have the licenses mandated by
law. As of August, only 332 of the 530 hotels in the
country were operating under a license, rendering
over a third of the country's hospitality capacity as But none of these efforts would make a difference
incompliant with local government standards.
if Baku did not put itself out there, which luckily it
is more than keen on doing. Several government
Baku is also working on addressing some of the
and non-governmental organisations, such as the
key barriers to the arrival of tourists, such as
MCT, AZPROMO and the Heydar Aliyev Foundation
high prices for air transportation and long waiting are working on marketing the country's offering
times for visa issuance. Recently, low-cost Turkish all over the world, primarily in Europe and Asia.
carrier Pegasus was allowed to operate flights
This month, for instance, MCT delegations will
from Istanbul to Gabala, Azerbaijan's ancient
participate in tourism fairs in Japan (JATA 2015)
capital and one of the destinations that Baku is
and France (the country's leading B2B tourism
seeking to promote. Furthermore, national carrier expo, IFTM Top Resa 2015).
AZAL has established its own low-cost carrier,
which will operate flights to Antalya, Istanbul,
Azerbaijan may not have achieved its tourism
Moscow and Dubai to begin with.
goals for now, but the joint efforts between the
government and private companies seeking to
Another hurdle the government is working to
improve the country's offering and to attract a
address is that of visas. With few exceptions,
more diverse tourist base may pay dividends in
among which are Russian and Turkish nationals,
the long term, just like it did for neighbouring
visitors need to obtain visas prior to arriving in
Georgia. And, while less glamorous, the new
Azerbaijan. A first step in facilitating the process
approach may prove to be more effective and
was the introduction of e-visas in March 2012.
cheaper that hosting large-scale sporting and
In September, the government decided to halve
artistic events.
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Economics & finance
Azerbaijani banks have limited
capacity to absorb losses, says
Fitch Ratings
Loss absorption capacity at most Azerbaijani
banks is limited, considering significant risks
they face and pressure from low oil prices and
currency devaluation, Fitch Ratings stated in a
report released on September 9.
Azerbaijan’s economy is heavily dependent on oil
exports and growth “may fall to only 1.5% in 2015,
resulting in weaker asset quality,” as a result of
the current low oil prices. In February, the Central
Bank of Azerbaijan (CBA) devalued the national
currency, the manat, by 34% against the dollar and
Fitch analysts say a further devaluation, “although
not our central scenario”, remains a risk.
Capital positions at some banks are likely to come
under significant pressure over the medium term
from increasing credit losses, reported the rating
agency, and capital cushions are only moderate
in most cases, and internal capital generation is
limited. “However, most Fitch-rated Azerbaijan
banks appear to have sufficient capital to withstand
the direct impact of even an extreme additional
40% manat depreciation,” read the report.

represents 35% of sector assets and is controlled
by 51.7% by the Ministry of Finance, reported a 12%
capital ratio at end-June 2015, hitting the regulatory minimum. “This should improve once a capital
injection, planned for the forth quarter, is received
and the sale of impaired loans is completed.”
Last July, Azerbaijan’s President Ilham Aliyev
issued a decree ordering IBA to be privatised after
undergoing a clean-up to get rid of distressed
assets resulting from poor management.
The ratings agency expects zero loan growth for
the banking sector in 2015 (net of exchange-rate
effects and IBA's loan sales) and credit demand
is also likely to be weak in 2016. Asset quality,
already somewhat strained, with impaired loans
averaging 10% at June-end at Fitch-rated banks,
is likely to deteriorate further.
Additional impairment is most likely to arise within
foreign currency-denominated loan books, which
represented 43% of total sector lending as at June 30.
"This is because the most of the borrowers do not have
access to foreign currency revenues," states Fitch.

Dollarisation remains high in the country and currency mismatches are rising as customers convert
local-currency deposits into dollars. Foreign currency-denominated deposits represented 67% of total
On the positive side, aggregate deposit levels have sector deposits in the first half of the year and banks
been stable in the first six months and refinancing run sizeable short foreign currency positions, averagrisks on wholesale funding are low. The strong sover- ing 30% of regulatory capital. To ease potential liquideign balance sheet means the authorities can provide ity strains in local currency, the central bank has,
targeted liquidity and capital support to banks, and since early 2015, assisted the banks by buying dollars
the central bank has shown regulatory forbearance. in exchange for manats. Some banks are in breach of
regulatory open position currency requirements but
have received waivers from the central bank.
The International Bank of Azerbaijan (IBA), which
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Reserves of Azerbaijan’s central
bank drop to $7.3bn in August
Foreign reserves of the Central Bank of the
Republic of Azerbaijan (CBA) dropped to $7.3bn
in August from $8.5bn in July, marking a 14.1%
m/m according to figures released by the
central bank on September 4. Since January 1,
foreign exchange reserves decreased by 42.3%
or $5.37bn from $13.75bn, driven by the central
bank’s intervention on the foreign exchange
market to keep the national currency’s rate, the
manat, stable against the dollar.
The decline started in July 2014 and accelerated in
December as demand for the greenback intensified.
Despite a slight growth in May (up by 0.51% or
$42.9mn compared to April), and June (by 1.06% or
$89.4mn), the decline resumed over the summer.
In February 2015 the CBA devalued the manat by
a third as the price of oil plunged and currencies
of its neighbours - Turkey, Russia and Georgia were devalued. There was a brief hard-currency
buying frenzy in Azerbaijan in August when the
Kazakh tenge dropped in value as the government
announced it would abandon a trading corridor
and allow the tenge to float freely.

Azerbaijani real estate market’s
turnover down by 34.1% y/y
in Jan-Jly
Turnover of Azerbaijan’s real estate market dived
by 34.1% y/y to AZN1.99bn (€1.7bn) in the first
seven months of the year, Abc.az reported on
September 5, citing data from the Central Bank
of Azerbaijan (CBA). While primary sales, that is
properties bought directly from developers, grew
by 20.5% y/y, the secondary segment, comprising
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of re-sales and rentals, collapsed by 38.8% to
AZN1.71bn (€1.45bn) from AZN2.78bn in 2014.
The country's central bank devalued the national currency, the manat, by a third in February as the price of
oil, the main export commodity, slumped by over 50%
over the past year. This combined with the uncertain
situation around Russian investors and the lack of
mortgage lending crashed the market in Azerbaijan.
The contraction in the segment affected revenues
of mediators – banks, notaries, and estate agents
– for residential transactions which dropped
by 53.3% y/y to AZN105.5mn (€90.14mn) from
AZN225.8mn in the same period of 2014.

Car sales in Azerbaijan tumble
on back of crisis
Car sales in Azerbaijan have crashed following the
devaluation of the national currency earlier this
year and the slowing economy. Car merchants have
cut prices by 10% to 15%, but still can’t sell cars.
The devaluation of the manat that followed Russia’s
ruble fall is the main reason, however the crash of
the oil price – the main revenue source of the country – has also sucked money out of the economy.
In 2014, Azerbaijan imported 63,368 vehicles
against 104,385 the year before, marking a 40%
decrease, but local production increased four-fold,
AzerNews reported on January 21 citing the State
Customs Committee.
But in a sign of things to come, Georgia’s reexports of cars to Azerbaijan fell to 2,207 units
in the first half of 2015 from 11,957 in the same
period of 2014, a slump of 81.5%, according to
the Georgian National Statistics Office (Geostat).
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In monetary terms, the re-exports of cars from
Georgia to Azerbaijan fell from $147.8mn to
$41.4mn, a 72% decrease.

S&P assigns 'BB-' to
Azerbaijan’s Kapital Bank,
outlook stable
Standard & Poor's (S&P) has assigned 'BB' long-term and 'B' short-term counterparty
credit ratings to Azerbaijan’s Kapital Bank, and
confirmed a stable outlook, Trend News reported
on August 28 citing an agency report.
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credit, as measured by non-performing loans
(NPLs) to total loans and annual loss provisions
to loans, is generally in line with Azerbaijan’s
banking system average. S&P assesses Kapital
Bank's funding as "average”. Its loan-to-deposit
ratio of 145% looks relatively aggressive and it is
in line with the system average ratio of 150%.

Azerbaijan’s GDP grows
by 5.6% y/y in Jan-Jly
Azerbaijan’s GDP increased by 5.6% y/y to
AMN32.1bn (€27.3bn) in January-July, the State
Statistical Committee said.

The rating “reflects our current view of Kapital
Industry made up 35% of GDP, trade 12.5%,
Bank’s 'high' systemic importance and the
Azerbaijan government’s 'supportive' stance toward construction 13.6%, transport 5.7%, agriculture
6% and telecoms accounted for 1.9%. Other
the domestic banking sector", Trend reported.
sectors produced 17.2% of GDP, while taxes on
With total assets of AZN1.7bn (€1.4bn) as of June imports accounted for 8.1% of GDP.
30, 2015, the bank is Azerbaijan’s second largest
in terms of assets and has a valuable franchise in Industrial output increased by 3.5% to AMN15.8bn.
In the non-oil sector industrial output increased
local corporate and retail segments.
by 14.7%, and 0.1% in the oil and gas sector.
The bank's capital buffer strengthened in 2014
when the shareholders injected AZN70mn (€59mn) Agricultural output went up by 8.9%, including
output of crops and vegetables by 15.8% and
into the bank, and later, further increased the
authorised share capital by an additional AZN36mn output of animal products by 2.4%.
(€30mn) of retained earnings.
Foreign trade stood at $10.93bn in January-July,
up by 4.1%, of which exports were $6.2bn (1% up)
According to S&P’s statement, as of December
and imports were $4.7bn (up by 12.6%).
31, 2014, “our risk-adjusted capital ratio, before
adjustments for diversification, stood at a comfortIn July, consumer prices fell by 0.7% m/m,
able 10.4%. However, we expect that this metric
including prices of foodstuffs by 1.7%. Prices of
will gradually decline over the next 12-18 months
to about 9.0%-9.5%, which is neutral for our ratings non-foodstuffs didn’t change in July. In JanuaryJuly, consumer prices increased by 3.7% y/y,
on banks in countries with a BB- anchor.”
including prices of foodstuffs by 5.8%, of nonIn S&P view, Kapital Bank’s overall risk position foodstuffs by 2.9% and services by 1.2%.
is “moderate”. Its track record in underwriting
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Chart
Azerbaijan makes top 20 ranking for airlines
Airlines from Central and Eastern Europe, and the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CEE/CIS)
are amongst the worst in the world, according to
the Skytrax Airline Awards 2015.
The awards judged 196 airlines from 106
countries, based on criteria related to the quality
of service and product. The rankings saw a poor
showing from CEE/CIS countries, making up 35%
of the bottom 20 and only 10% of the top 20.

Coming last out of the CEE/CIS countries was
Bulgaria, at 103rd overall. Reviews suggest that
this was not due to poor plane quality within
their modest fleet, but poorly handled customer
relations especially when dealing with long delays.
The data showed a strong link between customer
service ratings and the overall ranking of the
airlines, seeing flights as an experience more
than service or product. The increasing quality

Source: Skytrax
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of language skills also correlated with the
rankings.
Russia sat in 90th as the best of the worst,
scoring an average of 2.8 out of 5.0 across their
four airlines. Despite full marks across the board
for customer service on Russia’s biggest airline,
the removal of over 70 international routes
could damage the airlines further at a time in
which Western sanctions and ongoing economic
hardships are already leaving Russians in an
isolated position.
The highest ranked CEE/CIS country was
Azerbaijan, which comes after a three-year
expansion campaign to boost tourism, led by
state-run airline AZAL (Azerbaijan Airlines).
The expansion drive followed Azerbaijan’s hosting
of the 2012 Eurovision Song Contest and AZAL
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shows no sign of slowing down after subsequently
announcing their admission of flight staff
applications “open only to good looking girls aged
18-30, with height between 165-180 centimeters”.
North Korea, 102 places below South Korea, was
labelled the worst airline in the world for the
fourth year running. Although there have been no
fatal incidents in 32 years, condensation dampens
the seats and drips on passengers, according to
USA Today.
Travellers flying with Koryo can relax to a
soundtrack of patriotic ballads and may risk a
lecture or verbal dressing down if they absentmindedly scrunch up a newspaper containing a
photo of North Korean leader Kim Jong-un. There
is also a photograph ban on Air Koryo planes,
with customers having their phones or cameras
confiscated if they do not comply.

Source: Skytrax
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News in brief
Norway’s Statoil bows out of
Azerbaijan’s energy market
Norwegian oil and gas company Statoil is exiting
Azerbaijan’s energy sector, APA news agency reported on September 2 citing the company’s employee.
The staff member, who reportedly talked on condition of anonymity, told the Azerbaijani news agency
that the company was empting the Baku office and
only “10-12 employees from 40 [will remain].”

Socar’s petrochemical complex
in Turkey reports $77mn net
profit in H1
Petkim, Turkey’s leading petrochemical complex,
owned by Azerbaijan’s oil giant Socar, reported a
net profit of TRY232mn (€68.1mn) in the first half
of the year, Azernews reported on September 9.

Soca’s president, Rovnag Abdullayev, visited
the complex where the state owned oil-andStatoil entered Azerbaijan’s market in 1992 and it gas company is building a new refinery and
currently holds a 20% stake in the Trans-Adriatic power plant as well as a container terminal.
Pipeline (TAP) project. The Norwegian company’s The Star refinery, the first phase of which is to
plans to exit the TAP were first announced in July by be completed by October 2015, will be Turkey’s
the president of Azerbaijan’s oil and gas giant Socar, first new refinery since 1972 and it will process
Rovnaq Abdullayev. Malaysia’s state energy company an estimated 10mn tonnes of crude oil per year,
Petronas is slated to purchase Statoil’s stake.
reducing the country’s dependence on foreign
energy imports.
Last October Statoil, whose largest shareholder
is the Norwegian government with a 67% stake,
The €354mn-container port, which is slated to
sold its 15.5% share in the Shah Deniz gas
become Turkey’s third largest, will be managed by
field in Azerbaijan’s Caspian Sea to Malaysia’s
the Dutch company APM Terminals for 28 years. It
will have an initial capacity of 1.5mn TEU (twentystate energy company Petronas for $2.25bn
citing its focus on high-value projects. Seeking
foot equivalent units) and will reach 4mn TEU a
higher returns for shareholders, Statoil has
year.
scrapped production-growth targets and reduced
investment plans until 2016.
The Petkim petrochemical complex currently
includes 15 major factories and seven auxiliary
From 2018 the 870km-long TAP will deliver 10bn
units, manufactures plastic packages, fabrics,
cubic metres (bcm) of gas annually from the Shah PVC, and detergents, and is the only Turkish
Deniz fields through Greece and Albania to Italy.
producer of such products – a quarter of these are
The pipeline, which should eventually be able to
exported.
deliver 20 bcm of gas a year, will connect to Tanap,
a pipeline that will stretch for 1,841km in Turkey.
In February, Socar announced the sale of
TAP’s other shareholders include BP and Socar,
3.4% of its 61.32% stake in the Petkim, but the
which each hold 20%, as well as Fluxys Belgium
management reversed the decision in June citing
instability in the global financial markets.
(19%), Enagas SA of Spain (16%), and Axpo (5%).
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New programme to fight
cybercrime in Eastern
Partnership countries
The Council of Europe and European Union launched
a new programme to combat cybercrime in the six
Eastern Partnership countries on September 9.
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cybercrime in the six countries, including
complex and time-consuming procedures for
mutual legal assistance, slow (or non-existent)
replies to requests for cooperation from foreign
law enforcement services, and limited trust in
cooperation among the six countries.

“What we see is that cooperation between some of
The Eastern Partnership countries are considered these countries and other parties to the Budapest
to be important sources of cybercrime, as well as convention [on cybercrime] is not yet as effective
targets, the EU and CoE said in a joint statement. as it should be,” Seger said in an interview with
bne IntelliNews on the sidelines of the event. “We
At the same time, international cooperation by
also need to establish much more confidence and
their law enforcement agencies is “extremely
limited”, making it more difficult to combat online trust between countries.”
crimes effectively.
Both the fighting in Ukraine and the frozen conflicts
in Azerbaijan, Georgia and Moldova have seen
A total of €800,000 has been allocated for the
cyber attacks carried out in parallel with real world
Cybercrime@EAP II project by the EU and CoE.
clashes. “Nowadays hardly any political conflict - or
The 30-month project is the second to support
even simple disagreement - is not accompanied
the six Eastern Partnership countries - Armenia,
by cyber attacks,” said Seger. “Because it is so
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and
easy you can have anybody who is unhappy with
Ukraine - in their efforts to combat cybercrime.
something carrying out a cyber attack.”
“Cybercrime proliferation is a problem of dramatic
proportions and effective cooperation is a pre-condition to meet this challenge at all levels,” Alexander
Siemens inks TAP contract for
Seger, head of the CoE’s cybercrime division, said
at the launch of the project in Bucharest, where the six gas turbines
CoE’s cybercrime programme office is located.
The Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP), the company in
charge of the eponymous gas pipeline project, has
“While cybercrime is not new, it used to be a
awarded a contract for the supply of six gas turbine
peripheral issue but now it affects all aspects of
turbo compressor units to German engineering group
our lives. It includes attacks on privacy, freedom
of expression, democratic institutions and critical Siemens, TAP stated in a press release on September
2 which did not disclose the financial details.
infrastructure. It’s an attack on our fundamental
rights and way of life,” he added.
Three of the gas turbines will be installed at TAP’s
compressor station near Fier, in southern Albania,
Given that cybercrime is a global phenomenon,
and the other three at the compressor station
the problems faced in the Eastern Partnership
near Kipoi, in the north-west of Greece. The
countries are broadly the same as those in other
contract wraps-up TAP’s pre-qualification process
countries around the world. However, research
which was launched in June 2014, and followed by
has shown several specific obstacles to fighting
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bid assessments from the shortlisted companies
that met the company’s pre-qualification criteria.
In April 2015, TAP awarded its first major contract,
for the construction of access roads and bridges
in Albania and last July the project company
completed the tendering process for the supply of
large diameter ball valves and actuators.
TAP aims at transporting natural gas from the
giant project Shah Deniz II field in Azerbaijan
to Europe, enhancing security of supply and
diversifying gas resources in the European
market. The project includes an 870km-long
pipeline, which will start from the tie-in with the
Trans-Anatolian Gas Pipeline (TANAP) portion of
the Southern Gas Corridor project, at the Greece/
Turkey border. The pipeline will then go through
Greece and Albania, to eventually cross under the
Adriatic Sea to end in Puglia, in Italy, where it will
connect to the Italian natural gas network.
The pipeline is set to transport 10bn cubic metres
of gas per year with a potential future expansion
to 20bn cubic metres per year, as more gas
becomes available. With first gas sales to Georgia
and Turkey targeted for late 2018, first deliveries
to Europe will follow approximately in early 2020.
TAP’s main shareholders are BP, Socar and
StatOil with 20% stake each, followed by Fluxys
(19%), Enagás (16%) and Axpo (5%).
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the CIS countries, Martin Vaujour. The contract,
first agreed upon in 2014 and then sealed last
May, is now awaiting the final agreement on
funding from the French government with the
share of Coface, a credit insurer which manages
public export guarantees on behalf of the French
government and acts as France’s export credit
agency. Vaujour expects the agreement to be
finalised by the end of September.
Azerbaijan has been investing in its railway
networks in recent years as it intends to link its
networks with those of Turkey via Georgia by
building the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway line. It also
intends to link its networks with Turkmenistan
and Kazakhstan via Iran, which intends to build
a railway line along the southern shore of the
Caspian Sea.
The AZ8A electric locomotives with asynchronous
traction drive will be built specifically for
Azerbaijan and will be able to pull up to 9,000
metric tonnes at a speed of 120km/h. The
locomotives will be assembled at the EKZ joint
venture whose production is based in Kazakhstan.
Alstom and AR are also working together to build
two new railway depots, one on the outskirts of
the capital, Baku, and the other in Ganja, the
country’s second largest city. The depots will
operate and maintain Stadler trains and Alstom
locomotives, Vaujour was quoted as saying.

Alstom building 50 locomotives
for Azerbaijan in €300mn deal

Socar Enerji looks to become Turkey’s largest
industrial group by 2023

The transport arm of French multinational
company Alstom will build 50 locomotives for
Azerbaijan Railways (AR) in a deal worth €300mn,
Azernews reported on September 7 citing the
company’s senior vice president for Russia and

The total investment portfolio of Azerbaijan’s
state energy company Socar in Turkey amounts
to $20bn and the company aims to become the
largest industrial company of Turkey by 2023,
Trend news agency reported on September 1,
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quoting Socar Turkey Enerji’s head Kenan Yavuz.

plastic packages, fabrics, PVC, and detergents,
and is the only Turkish producer of such products,
In three years Socar Enerji will be Turkey’s second a quarter of which are exported.
largest industrial group with 5,000 employees,
Socar Turkey Enerji AS and Socar International
$3bn worth of export potential, and consolidated
acquired a 10.32% stake in Petkim in March 2012,
turnover estimated at $15bn.
increasing the company’s share in the company to
61.32% while 38.67% is in free circulation on the
The group is Turkey’s single largest investor and
its portfolio include the Trans-Anatolian pipeline, Istanbul Stock Exchange. In addition, Socar Turkey
Enerji is building the $5.6bn Star refinery which is
Tanap, and the petrochemical complex on the
Petkim peninsula. The complex includes 15 major slated to be operational by 2018 and will employ
factories and seven auxiliary units, manufactures around 1,000 people.
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